
A snippet of guidance into marketing during crisis 

Driving 
Engagement at 
the time of 
Covid-19 



With quick spread of the pandemic & lockdown 
 in effect, the digital behavior is shifting rapidly. 
 
At Qoruz, we have had some repeated questions  
from our fellow marketers of the industry  
on how to plan & strategize for the coming days… 

Executive Summary 

How should I communicate with consumers,  
given the situation? 
 
What about the tonality, considering  
the mood of the digital audience?  
 
What are the key trends to keep in mind,  
while planning brand messages? 
 
 

Hope this study throws some light through the puzzle. 

- Team 
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Digital Habits are 
undergoing a Dramatic 

Change with more users 
and more time to engage 

and participate 

The crowd has no other 
relevant mode of 

consuming New and 
Topical Content other 

than Digital Media 

87% increase in Social 
Media Usage by Indians 

after the first week of 
Lockdown 

Basis of the Observation 



According to Facebook Data, Facebook and Instagram Live features 
have seen a Usage Spike of 2x compared to last month.   

It is pretty obvious that all Social Media Platforms have seen an increase 
in the Time Spent by people on their apps.  

 

The “Attention Time” on Social Media Apps has increased exponentially 
during this period. 

Social Media Activity has SPIKED 



What are the 
Creators doing? 
Instagram LIVE, Ask me Anything and more… 



Instagram Live has seen an increase in Usage and 
it’s 2X than the average.  
 
This is partly due to lack of professionally made 
content with production value and the fact that 
entertainment content like that of new TV shows and 
postponement of sport events. 

Instagram LIVE is the Talk of the Town… 

Celebs are kicking it UP! 
Various Celebrities are hosting LIVE sessions, organized either 

directly or powered by content publisher networks. 

The trend is evenly spread from Hollywood to Bollywood, moving 
across Southern India as well. From AMAs (Ask me Anything) to 

Digital Concerts, LIVE feed are fodder for Entertainment fanatics. 



Influencers are LIVE as well! 

Content creators to Professionals with a clout have been on LIVE 
sessions covering a range of topics like Art, Photography, Dance and 

more, to teach the Insta audience and engage with them digitally… 

These are either self-initiated activities, or powered by 
communities trying to keep the audience engaged  

during the time of the lockdown. 

Habit forming content… 

It takes 21 days to create a habit. In this context, it is not just the 
habit of staying home but the ENTIRE digital behavior is getting 
transformed. 

Many influencers are sharing their fitness routine, makeup/skin 
routine, diet routine, etc on social media and interacting with 
their followers often. 



The Average 
Indian Netizen... 
How is the Average Netizen finding their fun? 



There is NO Lockdown for Meme Content. People are 
massively creating and sharing memes. They are 

creating content related to the situation and  
also sharing them extensively. 

From ‘Work from Home’ memes to memes about the 
situation, the engagement is massive on the meme 

content, tickling the funny bone! 

Memes. Memes! Memes!! 

“Challenge Accepted!” 
People are more frequently engaging with their 
friends on social media, by tagging them in various 
challenges ranging from fun, to nostalgia and 
entertainment! 
 
The #SareeChallenge was a massive rage, starting 
from Facebook and moving to WhatsApp statuses, 
Insta stories and more! 

#SareeChallenge 
#LockdownwithCinema 

#BingoChallenge 
#StayHealthy / #FitnessChallenge 



While OTT Platforms are a savior for people who are 
locked down, the conversations and group chats about the 
shows that are getting released are on the spike too! 
 
This is not just with respect to new shows and releases but 
conversations around nostalgia with friends and family, 
classic movies, etc have also picked up… 

Beyond Viewing Entertainment 

Contests and more… 

The lockdown has seen a wide variety of Contests like Guess the 
Movie Names using Minimal Designs, Different Math Puzzles etc. 

Brands like Swiggy, McDonalds have already been leveraging this 
rage, finding scope to increase the engagement with their audience. 



Moms are finding ways to keep the kids at home busy, 
added with amateur artisans popping up on Instagram 

and Facebook feed, showing off their skills and 
mindfulness during the time of the lockdown. 

 
This can be seen activated by communities on social 

groups as well… 

The Crafts and the D-I-Y 

Masters of Chef-ing? 

You couldn’t have missed the  
DALGONA craze on your Social feed…  
 
While that consumed the Indian internet as ‘the 
most common conversation’ in the recipe genre, 
amateur chefs are at it creating tons of content with 
plant based recipes, easy cooking and more… 



Learning from 
Others 
What are other brands up to? 



Brand categories that have been Active* 

Pharma & Health, e-Learning, QSR and Delivery brands 
have doubled up and spiked the communication frequency 
in the current situation on Digital. 
 
While the key affected sectors that are hit are Tourism and 
Travel, for obvious reason. 

*Analysis by our friends at AutumnGrey 



Brands Like Reebok and Puma are 
leveraging Influencers & Celebs to create 
Fitness Routines on YouTube & Instagram 
for followers during the Quarantine Period.  

Hygiene brands Dettol and Lifebuoy have 
done hand washing campaigns on TikTok 
and have garnered 27B and 14.7B views 

respectively. 

Keeping the people entertained, brands 
like Ariel, McDonalds are throwing 

Contests and spreading it across through 
micro-influencers… 

Top Brands have been AGGRESSIVE 



Brands like Gillette Venus and Ponds are 
seeding content such tips and hacks to 

their consumers through  
celebrities and influencers. 

Starbucks hopes to spread knowledge  
around Environment and Sustainability. 
However BOAT has roped in celebs for  

the #BoatHeadInSane challenge. 

Brands like Nykaa and Lakme are in the 
business of doling out skincare/makeup 
routine tips and leveraging Micro-
Influencers to create word of mouth.  

While brands Like Realme talk about Earth 
and Outdoor phone photography – Fashion 
brands like Shein talk about everyday 
Trends. 

Consistent Communication is seen Across 



Avenues to Tap 
Opportunities for marketers to tap in Digital Matrix 



When you are unsure of framing your content 
strategy at a delicate time like the current 

situation, the BEST strategy is to follow the trend! 
 

A strong Social Listening practice can help you in 
creating content that resonates with the audience, 

and inline with their mental state and 
 consumption pattern, without doing EXTRA. 

Leverage the trends,  
but Stay relevant! 



Co-Sponsor the LIVE Sessions 

Find opportunities to partner with creators and 
influencers to place the brand smartly. 
 
An organic piece targeting the right audience with 
Sponsored Ads, can blow up engagement and 
awareness for your brand. 



Similar to other Social Media Platforms,  
TikTok too has seen a surge in traffic.  

 
TikTok’s inherent nature enables  
anyone to create EASY content, 

 boosting netizens to come up with TONS of 
original content daily, beating the boredom. 

 
Also, with other mediums like TV expected to be 

re-running programs & movie releases being 
postponed, this is the best time to be on TikTok! 

It’s a Good time to Tik up the Tok 



Dominant Language 

About Qoruz 
Qoruz supercharges branded influencer 
campaign planning, optimization and insights, 
powered by data & automation 
 
Learn more: 
https://qoruz.com | hi@qoruz.com | Click 
© 2019 Qoruz by Datrux Systems Pvt Ltd. 

Queries? 
We are happy to help! 
(Mail us anytime at praanesh@qoruz.com) 



Thank You 
Feel free to share the report or  

ask us for the raw version! J 


